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By launching HD Gravure, HELL
has introduced a new quality 

standard for packaging gravure 
printing that recognizes current 
trends in the printing industry, 
such as finer fonts, shorter print 
jobs, first-time right, seven-color 
printing and proof substitution. 

Jan Breiholdt

After implementing Certified Engraving, 4Packaging has become the 
world’s first company to be HD-certified by HELL. This certification reco-
gnizes the outstanding results 4Packaging continuously achieves in the 
four categories of edge sharpness, detail reproduction, reproducibility and 
quality assurance. Read the following article to find out about the techno-
logies 4Packaging uses and the results it achieves with them.

4Packaging becomes first 
company to be HD-certified
HELL rewards outstanding results in cylinder engraving

HD Gravure is based on both es-
tablished technologies and a 
number of new developments. All 
of these produce improvements in 
terms of edge sharpness, detail re-
production, reproducibility and 
quality assurance. 

From now on, HELL will be 

awarding an HD certificate to 
companies that achieve outstan-
ding cylinder engraving results 
with HD Gravure. 4Packaging re-
cently implemented Certified En-
graving to expand its internal 
quality assurance system and was 
therefore the first company to 
meet all the requirements for the 
HD certificate. 

Edge sharpness

Traditional engraving produces a 
sawtooth effect. This is because 
screen ruling and write resolution 
cannot be set independently of 
each other. When using the usual 
screen rulings of 60 or 70  l/cm, 
gradations are visible to the naked 
eye – even at a normal viewing 
distance. Higher screen rulings 
such as 100 l/cm can be used, but 
this results in lower printing den-
sity and longer engraving times. 

4Packaging uses MultiTune on 
all its electromechanical engra-
ving systems for improved edge 
sharpness. MultiTune is an adjust-
ment process that produces shar-
per contours and reduces drag-
ging and ringing. It is particularly 
effective for horizontal contours 
and has no impact at all on the 
machine’s engraving speed or 
productivity.

Reproducibility

Narrow engraving tolerances re-
sult in high color fidelity during 
proof printing and production, 
and also enable rapid color ad-
justment in the press. It is therefo-
re vital in electromechanical en-
graving to calibrate the system 
before each engraving. This mea-

The 4Packaging managers discussed 
their results during the presentation 
ceremony at the site in Dissen, Lower 
Saxony (Germany). From left to right: 
Ralf Reker (Quality Assurance), 
Timo Beck (Engraving), 
Marcel Hartlage (Laser Engraving), 
David Möller (Managing Director)
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sure – called the “testcut” – ensu-
res the current condition of the 
engraving copper and engraving 
system has no impact on the en-
graving result. Using the Sprin-
tEasy measuring station, the cur-
rent condition of the engraving 
stylus is also taken into account 
during the testcut.

4Packaging utilizes SprintEasy 
as a vital quality tool for cylinder 
engraving and uses the CellEye 
calibration procedure on the He-
lioKlischograph systems. CellEye 
combines measurement using an 
autofocus camera with an algo-
rithm that automatically aligns 
the target engraving values and 
the actual engraving values. The 
procedure is based on a volume-
oriented, three-dimensional mea-
surement that compensates for 
geometrical distortions and the 
stylus wear of the engraving dia-
mond.

Laser engraving

The gold standard of high-resolu-
tion cylinder engraving is direct 
laser engraving. 4Packaging has 
been manufacturing laser-engra-
ved gravure cylinders for 13 years 
and currently has three Cellaxy 
direct lasers. These are used for 
embossing and high-resolution li-
nework and half-tone reproduc-
tions. A large share of the orders 
are for cigarette packaging, but 
other forms of high-quality pa-
ckaging are also becoming incre-
asingly popular. Recently, 4Pa-

ckaging successfully matched the 
printing characteristics of con-
ventionally engraved cylinders 
and laser-engraved cylinders. In 
this way, it standardized its laser 
engraving process. Now printers 
can run either individual cylin-
ders from the color set or a com-
plete color set with laser-engraved 
cylinders without any additional 
fingerprinting. Another advan-
tage for printers, according to 
4Packaging, is the significant ink 
saving that the laser-engraved cy-
linder offers compared to conven-
tional engraving. The fully auto-
mated line installed at 4Packaging 
for the premium preparation of la-
ser-engraved cylinders is unique 
and creates the basis for perfect 
reproducibility.

Detail reproduction

Fine lines and text are always a 
challenge in gravure printing. 
This is not just because of the abo-
ve-mentioned problem with edge 
sharpness. Another issue in gra-
vure printing is that fine elements 
are normally reproduced more 
thinly than in the original. This 
applies equally to positive and ne-
gative elements. Repro data nor-
mally has to be corrected manu-
ally in line with specific engra-
ving requirements to correct this 
effect. Manual correction takes a 
lot of time and it is very easy to 
make mistakes. In addition, ma-
king very fine text thicker can 
cause open elements to close up or 

A total of seven HelioKlischograph K500 systems and three Cellaxy laser 
engravers are used at 4Packaging. All the machines are equipped with 
the latest HD software features

Timo Beck: “Engraving systems adjusted with MultiTune produce a 
higher contour definition and reduce undesirable engraving effects such 
as dragging or ringing”

Timo Beck: “SprintEasy is an indispensable quality tool that we use to 
measure our engraving styluses on a daily basis. We then use the 
current condition of the engraving styluses as the basis for volume-
oriented engraving calibration with CellEye. As a result, our engravings 
have the best possible repeat accuracy and it is, of course, our customer 
who benefits most from that”
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individual letters to run into each 
other. In both cases, this can make 
text much more difficult to read. 

High Quality Hinting Pro (HQH 
Pro) provides 4Packaging with a 
process that automatically opti-
mizes engraving data. This pro-
cess has no impact at all on the 
engraving machine’s speed or 
productivity.

Quality assurance

The aim of quality assurance is to 
deliver consistently high quality 
to customers. This involves iden-
tifying tolerances that cannot be 
allowed in cylinder production as 
early as possible in order to pre-
vent costly remakes. Certified En-
graving processes measure and 
record critical cylinder production 
parameters directly on the output 
device. This means tolerances in 
cylinder production and cylinder 
engraving that cannot be allowed 
are spotted quickly. For example, 
Certified Engraving measures cy-
linder engraving at pre-defined 
locations and visualizes larger en-
graved areas with the help of a 
stitching function. This detects 
slipping on the cylinder and any 
height difference between the en-

graving styluses in multi-channel 
operation. All measured values 
and camera images are documen-
ted in a customer-specific engra-
ving certificate. All in all, Certified 
Engraving makes the entire cylin-
der manufacturing process more 

reliable and also reduces 
the need for proof printing.

The software is installed 
on all 4Packaging engra-
ving systems. The quality 
data obtained is stored cen-
trally at first and is then  
incorporated into the  
cylinder certificate at 
4Packaging’s in-house 
quality station.

Summary

Moving forward, cylinder 
engravers that achieve out-
standing results in printing 
form production will be 
HD-certified by HELL Gra-
vure Systems. This certifi-
cation is based on the four 
categories – edge sharp-
ness, detail reproductions, 
reproducibility and quality 
assurance. A total of seven 
HelioKlischograph K500 
systems and three Cellaxy 
laser engravers are used at 
4Packaging. All of these 

are equipped with the latest HD 
software features. By awarding 
the HD certification to 4Pa-
ckaging, HELL is rewarding the 
company’s expert handling of HD 
technology and stringent quality 
standards. n

Marcel Hartlage: “Cellaxy is our high-end output machine, for both sharp-edged line elements and high-contrast halftones”

Ralf Reker: “To prepare fine 
texts and lines for specific 
forms of engraving, all 
orders at 4Packaging run 
through HQH Pro. Ultra-fine 
text can therefore still be 
read easily and small gra-
phics do not vanish in prin-
ting”

Ralf Reker: “The HelioKlischograph systems provide a series of measurement data 
for each engraving. This data is incorporated into a quality certificate. Each cylin-
der also undergoes a visual inspection. This means we can avoid printing proofs 
in many cases.”
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